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PARIS: Google and French newspapers said yesterday they
had signed an agreement aimed at opening the way to digital
copyright payments from the online giant after months of
heated negotiations. The accord signed with the APIG alliance
of French dailies involves “neighboring rights”, which call for
payment for showing news content with Internet searches, a
joint statement said.

It said the agreement sets a framework for Google to negoti-
ate individual license agreements with newspapers on the pay-
ments and will give papers access to its new News Showcase
program, which sees it pay publishers for a selection of enriched
content. Payments are to be calculated individually and will be
based on criteria including Internet viewing figures and the
amount of information published. The deal covers papers that
carry “political and general news”, the statement said.

APIG head Pierre Louette, who is also CEO of the Les Echos
of the Le Parisien newspaper group, said the deal amounts to the

“effective recognition of neighboring rights for the press and the
start of their remuneration by digital platforms for the use of their
publications online”. Google France chief Sebastien Missoffe
called the deal proof of a “commitment” that opens up “new per-
spectives”.

The statement included no information about the monetary
value involved, and both APIG and Google declined to give finan-
cial details when contacted by AFP. News outlets struggling with
dwindling print subscriptions have long seethed at Google’s fail-
ure to give them a cut of the millions it makes from ads displayed
alongside news search results. The COVID-19 crisis has hurt sales
even further.

A Paris appeals court ruled in October that the US giant had
to continue to negotiate with French news publishers over a new
European law on neighboring rights. France was the first country
in the EU to enact the law but Google initially refused to comply,
saying media groups already benefited by receiving millions of

visits to their websites.
Google also said at the time it had decided to lower the search

engine visibility of papers that refused to make headlines, article
extracts and thumbnails available in Google searches without re-
muneration. In November, Google said it had reached individual
agreements with a number of flagship publications, such as Le
Monde, Le Figaro, Liberation and L’Express.

But other newspapers remained without an accord - as did
news agencies including Agence France-Presse (AFP) - and ne-
gotiations continued. “I am delighted that the recognition of
neighboring rights is becoming a reality for the first time in Eu-
rope and now that the first step - always the most difficult one -
has been taken, we expect Google to keep up its momentum and
extend this recognition to other eligible players, including news
agencies,” said AFP Chief Executive Fabrice Fries. Talks between
Google and the print magazine association SEPM, meanwhile,
have stalled so far. —AFP
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Accord signed with APIG involves ‘neighboring rights’

ABK announces 
final winners of 
Talabat draw

KUWAIT: Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait
(ABK) announced the names of the final
18 winners for the month of January
who, won their ‘spend back’ on Talabat,
when paying with their ABK credit or
prepaid cards. The draw took place on
Jan 7, 2021 under the supervision of the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
The lucky winners of the 2nd and final
draw are:

Abdullah Fadhel AlHathran
Naji Dhaifallah Mnayea
Bader Hamad Abdullah
Abdullah Sulaiman Ali
Mohammad Abdullah Al Mahmid
Talal Bader Mubarak
Ali Salem Altarfi
Abdulaziz Mohamad Alraees
Farah Marwan Al Eissa
Reem Eid AlFazran
Ibrahim Abdullah Al Sayed Omar
Khaled Waleed AlDuwaisan
Abner Preston Fernandes
Mohammad Ahmad AlTahaw
Faisal Eid Falah
Anwar Ali Marafie
Hamad Abdulaziz Al Qatami
Fahad Salem Al Sabah

News in brief

Norway ready to save Norwegian 

OSLO: The Norwegian state said yesterday it was ready to
offer aid to Norwegian Air, after the ailing low-cost airline
presented a new plan to survive its COVID-induced crisis.
The low-cost airline presented a series of proposals on Jan
14, including an end to its long-haul flights in favor of a refo-
cusing on Europe, and a massive debt reduction target cou-
pled with raising new capital.  The government was asked to
support the plan and has now signaled its willingness, on con-
dition that private investors “do their part”. —AFP 

United lost $7.1bn in 2020 

NEW YORK: United Airlines on Wednesday reported it took
a hefty loss in 2020 following the devastating hit COVID-19
did to travel, but the carrier eyed a partial recovery in 2021.
United reported an annual loss of $7.1 billion compared with
profits of $3.0 billion in 2019. The big US carrier said it ex-
pects 2021 to be a “transition” year thanks to coronavirus
vaccines as it pledged to exceed pre-COVID profit margins
by 2023. Revenues for last year fell 64.5 percent to $15.4 bil-
lion, the latest bruising data for a US airline after travel slowed
to a trickle in March at the height of coronavirus restrictions
before recovering partly later in the year.  —AFP

US homebuilding surges 

WASHINGTON: The housing market remained a bright spot
in the US economy at the close of 2020 as home construction
jumped again, according to government data yesterday. Home
sales were strong even before the pandemic struck early last
year and have remained robust amid record low interest rates,
while builders have struggled to keep up as prices have risen.
Homebuilding projects started last month jumped 5.8 percent
compared to November, rising to a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 1.67 million units, the Commerce Department reported,
far more than economists had expected. —AFP

WASHINGTON: The United States saw
900,000 new filings for unemployment
benefits last week, the Labor Department
said yesterday, a massive number that
shows the economy remains far from
healed as President Joe Biden takes office.
The seasonally adjusted figure for the
week ended Jan 16 was worse than ex-
pected and just 26,000 less than the pre-
vious week’s downwardly revised level. 

It was also still well above the single
worst week of the 2008-2010 global fi-
nancial crisis, during which Biden served
as vice president under Barack Obama.
Adding to the toll were 423,734 new fil-
ings made under a program for self-em-
ployed people not normally eligible for
benefits, while as of the week of Jan 2, the
Labor Department said nearly 16 million
people were receiving some form of aid
from the government - a figure that’s ex-
pected to rise.

“Layoffs are ongoing at an elevated
pace, reflecting the impact of contain-
ment measures,” Rubeela Farooqi of High
Frequency Economics said in an analysis.

“Conditions are unlikely to improve until
infections can be curbed, and the econ-
omy can reopen more completely.”

New jobless filings skyrocketed after
states and cities restricted business
across the US when Covid-19 broke out
in March, and though they’ve come down
from the millions reported each week as
businesses shed employees en masse,
they remain at very high levels. The un-
employment rate has seen a similar tra-
jectory, shooting up to 14.7 percent in
April but declining in subsequent months
to its current 6.7 percent.

Biden has proposed a $1.9 trillion
spending measure aimed both at revital-
izing the economy and improving the roll-
out of COVID-19 vaccines, but Lydia
Boussour of Oxford Economics warned
the country is in for rough times to come.
“Fiscal stimulus prospects, along with
broader vaccine diffusion, are pointing to
a brightening labor market outlook but
with the pandemic still raging, claims are
poised to remain elevated in the near-
term,” she said.  —AFP

Unemployment data underscores 
economic crisis awaiting Biden

NEW YORK: In this photo taken on Jan 8, 2021, a person walks into a check cashing store
in downtown Brooklyn. —AFP


